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The wind rose heavily, fog spread, the distance from
the long silk Integra slowed to a roll, a figure with
a three to four year-old shook, a surface twenty or
thirty cubits closed in on them, wide jumps, lands on
the boat, the boat sway, constructing water, feldspar,
quartz, a granite consisting in a general flora and
very durable water channel.
				

—Gordon Faylor

aught a dry eye
baht a dry eye
blot a dry eye
bought a dry eye
brought a dry eye
caught a dry eye
clot a dry eye
cot a dry eye
dot a dry eye
fought a dry eye
fraught a dry eye
got a dry eye
hot a dry eye
jot a dry eye
knot a dry eye
lat a dry eye
lot a dry eye
lotte a dry eye
naught a dry eye
nought a dry eye
ought a dry eye
plot a dry eye
pot a dry eye
rot a dry eye
scot a dry eye
scott a dry eye
shot a dry eye
slot a dry eye
snot a dry eye
sot a dry eye
sought a dry eye
spot a dry eye
squat a dry eye
swat a dry eye
taught a dry eye
taut a dry eye
thought a dry eye

tot a dry eye
trot a dry eye
watt a dry eye
wrought a dry eye
yacht a dry eye
not an ai eye
not an aye eye
not a bi eye
not a buy eye
not a by eye
not a bye eye
not a chi eye
not a cry eye
not a di eye
not a die eye
not a dye eye
not an eye eye
not a fly eye
not a fry eye
not a guy eye
not a hi eye
not a high eye
not a lie eye
not a ly eye
not a lye eye
not a mei eye
not a my eye
not a nigh eye
not a phi eye
not a pi eye
not a pie eye
not a ply eye
not a pry eye
not a psi eye
not a rye eye
not a shy eye
not a sigh eye
not a sky eye
not a sly eye
not a spry eye

not a spy eye
not a sri eye
not a sty eye
not a tai eye
not a thai eye
not a thigh eye
not a thy eye
not a tie eye
not a tri eye
not a try eye
not a vi eye
not a vie eye
not a why eye
not a wry eye
not a dry ai
not a dry aye
not a dry bi
not a dry buy
not a dry by
not a dry bye
not a dry chi
not a dry cry
not a dry di
not a dry die
not a dry dry
not a dry dye
not a dry fly
not a dry fry
not a dry guy
not a dry hi
not a dry high
not a dry lie
not a dry ly
not a dry lye
not a dry mei
not a dry my
not a dry nigh
not a dry phi
not a dry pi
not a dry pie

not a dry ply
not a dry pry
not a dry psi
not a dry rye
not a dry shy
not a dry sigh
not a dry sky
not a dry sly
not a dry spry
not a dry spy
not a dry sri
not a dry sty
not a dry tai
not a dry thai
not a dry thigh
not a dry thy
not a dry tie
not a dry tri
not a dry try
not a dry vi
not a dry vie
not a dry why
not a dry wry
aught a kid anymore
baht a kid anymore
blot a kid anymore
bought a kid anymore
brought a kid anymore
caught a kid anymore
clot a kid anymore
cot a kid anymore
dot a kid anymore
fought a kid anymore
fraught a kid anymore
got a kid anymore
hot a kid anymore
jot a kid anymore
knot a kid anymore
lat a kid anymore

lot a kid anymore
lotte a kid anymore
naught a kid anymore
nought a kid anymore
ought a kid anymore
plot a kid anymore
pot a kid anymore
rot a kid anymore
scot a kid anymore
scott a kid anymore
shot a kid anymore
slot a kid anymore
snot a kid anymore
sot a kid anymore
sought a kid anymore
spot a kid anymore
squat a kid anymore
swat a kid anymore
taught a kid anymore
taut a kid anymore
thought a kid anymore
tot a kid anymore
trot a kid anymore
watt a kid anymore
wrought a kid anymore
yacht a kid anymore
not a bid anymore
not a did anymore
not a grid anymore
not a hid anymore
not an id anymore
not a kidd anymore
not a lid anymore
not a mid anymore
not a quid anymore
not a rid anymore
not a sid anymore
not a skid anymore
not a slid anymore
not a squid anymore

not a kid account for
not a kid answer for
not a kid apgar score
not a kid candy store
not a kid civil war
not a kid crimean war
not a kid discount store
not a kid fire door
not a kid first world war
not a kid folding door
not a kid guarantor
not a kid hardware store
not a kid heretofore
not a kid liquor store
not a kid louis d’or
not a kid marine corps
not a kid open door
not a kid package store
not a kid petit four
not a kid saddle sore
not a kid six day war
not a kid sloop of war
not a kid state of war
not a kid tidal bore
not a kid trojan war
not a kid underscore
aught a living soul
baht a living soul
blot a living soul
bought a living soul
brought a living soul
caught a living soul
clot a living soul
cot a living soul
dot a living soul
fought a living soul
fraught a living soul
got a living soul
hot a living soul

jot a living soul
knot a living soul
lat a living soul
lot a living soul
lotte a living soul
naught a living soul
nought a living soul
ought a living soul
plot a living soul
pot a living soul
rot a living soul
scot a living soul
scott a living soul
shot a living soul
slot a living soul
snot a living soul
sot a living soul
sought a living soul
spot a living soul
squat a living soul
swat a living soul
taught a living soul
taut a living soul
thought a living soul
tot a living soul
trot a living soul
watt a living soul
wrought a living soul
yacht a living soul
not a living bole
not a living boll
not a living bowl
not a living coal
not a living cole
not a living dhole
not a living dole
not a living foal
not a living goal
not a living hole
not a living knoll

not a living kohl
not a living mole
not a living ole
not a living pole
not a living poll
not a living role
not a living roll
not a living scroll
not a living seoul
not a living shoal
not a living sol
not a living sole
not a living stole
not a living stroll
not a living thole
not a living toll
not a living troll
not a living whole
aught a moment to spare
baht a moment to spare
blot a moment to spare
bought a moment to spare
brought a moment to spare
caught a moment to spare
clot a moment to spare
cot a moment to spare
dot a moment to spare
fought a moment to spare
fraught a moment to spare
got a moment to spare
hot a moment to spare
jot a moment to spare
knot a moment to spare
lat a moment to spare
lot a moment to spare
lotte a moment to spare
naught a moment to spare
nought a moment to spare
ought a moment to spare

plot a moment to spare
pot a moment to spare
rot a moment to spare
scot a moment to spare
scott a moment to spare
shot a moment to spare
slot a moment to spare
snot a moment to spare
sot a moment to spare
sought a moment to spare
spot a moment to spare
squat a moment to spare
swat a moment to spare
taught a moment to spare
taut a moment to spare
thought a moment to spare
tot a moment to spare
trot a moment to spare
watt a moment to spare
wrought a moment to spare
yacht a moment to spare
not a moment to air
not a moment to bare
not a moment to bear
not a moment to blair
not a moment to blare
not a moment to care
not a moment to chair
not a moment to claire
not a moment to dare
not a moment to err
not a moment to fair
not a moment to fare
not a moment to flair
not a moment to flare
not a moment to glare
not a moment to hair
not a moment to hare
not a moment to heir
not a moment to herr

not a moment to khmer
not a moment to lair
not a moment to mare
not a moment to ne’er
not a moment to pair
not a moment to pare
not a moment to pear
not a moment to prayer
not a moment to rare
not a moment to scare
not a moment to share
not a moment to snare
not a moment to square
not a moment to stair
not a moment to stare
not a moment to swear
not a moment to tear
not a moment to their
not a moment to there
not a moment to they’re
not a moment to ware
not a moment to wear
not a moment to where
aught a pretty sight
baht a pretty sight
blot a pretty sight
bought a pretty sight
brought a pretty sight
caught a pretty sight
clot a pretty sight
cot a pretty sight
dot a pretty sight
fought a pretty sight
fraught a pretty sight
got a pretty sight
hot a pretty sight
jot a pretty sight
knot a pretty sight
lat a pretty sight

lot a pretty sight
lotte a pretty sight
naught a pretty sight
nought a pretty sight
ought a pretty sight
plot a pretty sight
pot a pretty sight
rot a pretty sight
scot a pretty sight
scott a pretty sight
shot a pretty sight
slot a pretty sight
snot a pretty sight
sot a pretty sight
sought a pretty sight
spot a pretty sight
squat a pretty sight
swat a pretty sight
taught a pretty sight
taut a pretty sight
thought a pretty sight
tot a pretty sight
trot a pretty sight
watt a pretty sight
wrought a pretty sight
yacht a pretty sight
not a bitty sight
not a city sight
not a ditty sight
not a gritty sight
not a kitty sight
not a pity sight
not a witty sight
not a pretty bight
not a pretty bite
not a pretty blight
not a pretty bright
not a pretty byte
not a pretty cite
not a pretty dwight

not a pretty fight
not a pretty flight
not a pretty fright
not a pretty height
not a pretty kite
not a pretty knight
not a pretty light
not a pretty lite
not a pretty might
not a pretty mite
not a pretty night
not a pretty plight
not a pretty quite
not a pretty right
not a pretty rite
not a pretty site
not a pretty sleight
not a pretty slight
not a pretty smite
not a pretty spite
not a pretty sprite
not a pretty tight
not a pretty trite
not a pretty white
not a pretty wight
not a pretty wright
not a pretty write
aught able to help
baht able to help
blot able to help
bought able to help
brought able to help
caught able to help
clot able to help
cot able to help
dot able to help
fought able to help
fraught able to help
got able to help

hot able to help
jot able to help
knot able to help
lat able to help
lot able to help
lotte able to help
naught able to help
nought able to help
ought able to help
plot able to help
pot able to help
rot able to help
scot able to help
scott able to help
shot able to help
slot able to help
snot able to help
sot able to help
sought able to help
spot able to help
squat able to help
swat able to help
taught able to help
taut able to help
thought able to help
tot able to help
trot able to help
watt able to help
wrought able to help
yacht able to help
not abel to help
not cable to help
not fable to help
not gable to help
not label to help
not sable to help
not stable to help
not table to help
aught able to stomach

baht able to stomach
blot able to stomach
bought able to stomach
brought able to stomach
caught able to stomach
clot able to stomach
cot able to stomach
dot able to stomach
fought able to stomach
fraught able to stomach
got able to stomach
hot able to stomach
jot able to stomach
knot able to stomach
lat able to stomach
lot able to stomach
lotte able to stomach
naught able to stomach
nought able to stomach
ought able to stomach
plot able to stomach
pot able to stomach
rot able to stomach
scot able to stomach
scott able to stomach
shot able to stomach
slot able to stomach
snot able to stomach
sot able to stomach
sought able to stomach
spot able to stomach
squat able to stomach
swat able to stomach
taught able to stomach
taut able to stomach
thought able to stomach
tot able to stomach
trot able to stomach
watt able to stomach
wrought able to stomach

yacht able to stomach
not abel to stomach
not cable to stomach
not fable to stomach
not gable to stomach
not label to stomach
not sable to stomach
not stable to stomach
not table to stomach
aught agree with
baht agree with
blot agree with
bought agree with
brought agree with
caught agree with
clot agree with
cot agree with
dot agree with
fought agree with
fraught agree with
got agree with
hot agree with
jot agree with
knot agree with
lat agree with
lot agree with
lotte agree with
naught agree with
nought agree with
ought agree with
plot agree with
pot agree with
rot agree with
scot agree with
scott agree with
shot agree with
slot agree with
snot agree with
sot agree with

sought agree with
spot agree with
squat agree with
swat agree with
taught agree with
taut agree with
thought agree with
tot agree with
trot agree with
watt agree with
wrought agree with
yacht agree with
not ac with
not ash tree with
not at sea with
not banshee with
not bay tree with
not beach flea with
not beach pea with
not bean tree with
not beech tree with
not beef tea with
not big tree with
not birch tree with
not black sea with
not black tea with
not bo tree with
not capri with
not cc with
not cd with
not chablis with
not church key with
not curie with
not dead sea with
not debris with
not decree with
not degree with
not draftee with
not emcee with
not esprit with

not field pea with
not fig tree with
not fir tree with
not flame tree with
not foresee with
not for free with
not fringe tree with
not fruit tree with
not goatee with
not grand prix with
not grass tree with
not green pea with
not green tea with
not gum tree with
not gutsy with
not head sea with
not herb tea with
not high tea with
not iced tea with
not indri with
not lessee with
not lime tree with
not lp with
not m3 with
not marie with
not marquee with
not marquis with
not nestle with
not north sea with
not oak tree with
not palm tree with
not pawnee with
not payee with
not pc with
not peach tree with
not pine tree with
not plane tree with
not plum tree with
not queen bee with
not rain tree with

not ranee with
not rb with
not red sea with
not rupee with
not sand flea with
not se with
not set free with
not shade tree with
not sightsee with
not silk tree with
not smoke tree with
not snow pea with
not staff tree with
not sweet pea with
not tab key with
not tb with
not trainee with
not trustee with
not tung tree with
not tv with
not type b with
not vendee with
not whoopee with
not wind tee with
not would be with
not yangtze with
aught always
baht always
blot always
bought always
brought always
caught always
clot always
cot always
dot always
fought always
fraught always
got always
hot always

jot always
knot always
lat always
lot always
lotte always
naught always
nought always
ought always
plot always
pot always
rot always
scot always
scott always
shot always
slot always
snot always
sot always
sought always
spot always
squat always
swat always
taught always
taut always
thought always
tot always
trot always
watt always
wrought always
yacht always
aught at all
baht at all
blot at all
bought at all
brought at all
caught at all
clot at all
cot at all
dot at all
fought at all

fraught at all
got at all
hot at all
jot at all
knot at all
lat at all
lot at all
lotte at all
naught at all
nought at all
ought at all
plot at all
pot at all
rot at all
scot at all
scott at all
shot at all
slot at all
snot at all
sot at all
sought at all
spot at all
squat at all
swat at all
taught at all
taut at all
thought at all
tot at all
trot at all
watt at all
wrought at all
yacht at all
not at ball
not at bawl
not at brawl
not at call
not at caul
not at crawl
not at dahl
not at dol

not at doll
not at drawl
not at fall
not at gall
not at gaul
not at hall
not at haul
not at loll
not at mall
not at maul
not at mol
not at moll
not at molle
not at pall
not at paul
not at pol
not at saul
not at scrawl
not at shawl
not at small
not at sol
not at sprawl
not at squall
not at stall
not at tall
not at thrall
not at trawl
not at wal
not at wall
aught bad
baht bad
blot bad
bought bad
brought bad
caught bad
clot bad
cot bad
dot bad
fought bad

fraught bad
got bad
hot bad
jot bad
knot bad
lat bad
lot bad
lotte bad
naught bad
nought bad
ought bad
plot bad
pot bad
rot bad
scot bad
scott bad
shot bad
slot bad
snot bad
sot bad
sought bad
spot bad
squat bad
swat bad
taught bad
taut bad
thought bad
tot bad
trot bad
watt bad
wrought bad
yacht bad
not ad
not add
not brad
not cad
not chad
not clad
not dad
not fad

not gad
not glad
not grad
not had
not lad
not mad
not nad
not pad
not plaid
not rad
not sad
not scad
not shad
not tad
aught bat an eye
baht bat an eye
blot bat an eye
bought bat an eye
brought bat an eye
caught bat an eye
clot bat an eye
cot bat an eye
dot bat an eye
fought bat an eye
fraught bat an eye
got bat an eye
hot bat an eye
jot bat an eye
knot bat an eye
lat bat an eye
lot bat an eye
lotte bat an eye
naught bat an eye
nought bat an eye
ought bat an eye
plot bat an eye
pot bat an eye
rot bat an eye
scot bat an eye

scott bat an eye
shot bat an eye
slot bat an eye
snot bat an eye
sot bat an eye
sought bat an eye
spot bat an eye
squat bat an eye
swat bat an eye
taught bat an eye
taut bat an eye
thought bat an eye
tot bat an eye
trot bat an eye
watt bat an eye
wrought bat an eye
yacht bat an eye
not at an eye
not brat an eye
not cat an eye
not chat an eye
not dat an eye
not fat an eye
not flat an eye
not gat an eye
not gatt an eye
not gnat an eye
not hat an eye
not lat an eye
not latke an eye
not mat an eye
not matt an eye
not matte an eye
not nat an eye
not pat an eye
not platte an eye
not rat an eye
not sat an eye
not scat an eye
not slat an eye

not spat an eye
not splat an eye
not sprat an eye
not tat an eye
not that an eye
not vat an eye
not bat an ai
not bat an aye
not bat a bi
not bat a buy
not bat a by
not bat a bye
not bat a chi
not bat a cry
not bat a di
not bat a die
not bat a dry
not bat a dye
not bat a fly
not bat a fry
not bat a guy
not bat a hi
not bat a high
not bat a lie
not bat a ly
not bat a lye
not bat a mei
not bat a my
not bat a nigh
not bat a phi
not bat a pi
not bat a pie
not bat a ply
not bat a pry
not bat a psi
not bat a rye
not bat a shy
not bat a sigh
not bat a sky
not bat a sly

not bat a spry
not bat a spy
not bat a sri
not bat a sty
not bat a tai
not bat a thai
not bat a thigh
not bat a thy
not bat a tie
not bat a tri
not bat a try
not bat a vi
not bat a vie
not bat a why
not bat a wry
aught by a long shot
baht by a long shot
blot by a long shot
bought by a long shot
brought by a long shot
caught by a long shot
clot by a long shot
cot by a long shot
dot by a long shot
fought by a long shot
fraught by a long shot
got by a long shot
hot by a long shot
jot by a long shot
knot by a long shot
lat by a long shot
lot by a long shot
lotte by a long shot
naught by a long shot
nought by a long shot
ought by a long shot
plot by a long shot
pot by a long shot
rot by a long shot

scot by a long shot
scott by a long shot
shot by a long shot
slot by a long shot
snot by a long shot
sot by a long shot
sought by a long shot
spot by a long shot
squat by a long shot
swat by a long shot
taught by a long shot
taut by a long shot
thought by a long shot
tot by a long shot
trot by a long shot
watt by a long shot
wrought by a long shot
yacht by a long shot
not by a bong shot
not by a dong shot
not by a gong shot
not by a hong shot
not by a prong shot
not by a song shot
not by a strong shot
not by a tang shot
not by a thong shot
not by a throng shot
not by a twang shot
not by a wong shot
not by a wrong shot
not by a long aught
not by a long baht
not by a long blot
not by a long bought
not by a long brought
not by a long caught
not by a long clot
not by a long cot
not by a long dot

not by a long fought
not by a long fraught
not by a long got
not by a long hot
not by a long jot
not by a long knot
not by a long lat
not by a long lot
not by a long lotte
not by a long naught
not by a long not
not by a long nought
not by a long ought
not by a long plot
not by a long pot
not by a long rot
not by a long scot
not by a long scott
not by a long slot
not by a long snot
not by a long sot
not by a long sought
not by a long spot
not by a long squat
not by a long swat
not by a long taught
not by a long taut
not by a long thought
not by a long tot
not by a long trot
not by a long watt
not by a long wrought
not by a long yacht
aught by any stretch
baht by any stretch
blot by any stretch
bought by any stretch
brought by any stretch
caught by any stretch

clot by any stretch
cot by any stretch
dot by any stretch
fought by any stretch
fraught by any stretch
got by any stretch
hot by any stretch
jot by any stretch
knot by any stretch
lat by any stretch
lot by any stretch
lotte by any stretch
naught by any stretch
nought by any stretch
ought by any stretch
plot by any stretch
pot by any stretch
rot by any stretch
scot by any stretch
scott by any stretch
shot by any stretch
slot by any stretch
snot by any stretch
sot by any stretch
sought by any stretch
spot by any stretch
squat by any stretch
swat by any stretch
taught by any stretch
taut by any stretch
thought by any stretch
tot by any stretch
trot by any stretch
watt by any stretch
wrought by any stretch
yacht by any stretch
not by bennie stretch
not by benny stretch
not by jenny stretch
not by many stretch

not by penny stretch
not by plenty stretch
not by twenty stretch
not by any etch
not by any fetch
not by any ketch
not by any kvetch
not by any retch
not by any sketch
not by any vetch
not by any wretch
aught cup of tea
baht cup of tea
blot cup of tea
bought cup of tea
brought cup of tea
caught cup of tea
clot cup of tea
cot cup of tea
dot cup of tea
fought cup of tea
fraught cup of tea
got cup of tea
hot cup of tea
jot cup of tea
knot cup of tea
lat cup of tea
lot cup of tea
lotte cup of tea
naught cup of tea
nought cup of tea
ought cup of tea
plot cup of tea
pot cup of tea
rot cup of tea
scot cup of tea
scott cup of tea
shot cup of tea
slot cup of tea

snot cup of tea
sot cup of tea
sought cup of tea
spot cup of tea
squat cup of tea
swat cup of tea
taught cup of tea
taut cup of tea
thought cup of tea
tot cup of tea
trot cup of tea
watt cup of tea
wrought cup of tea
yacht cup of tea
not pup of tea
not sup of tea
not up of tea
not yup of tea
not cup of ab
not cup of ag
not cup of be
not cup of bee
not cup of brie
not cup of cod
not cup of cree
not cup of de
not cup of dee
not cup of di
not cup of ee
not cup of fee
not cup of flea
not cup of flee
not cup of fop
not cup of free
not cup of gee
not cup of ghee
not cup of glee
not cup of he
not cup of id
not cup of kea

not cup of key
not cup of ki
not cup of knee
not cup of lea
not cup of lee
not cup of leigh
not cup of li
not cup of mc
not cup of me
not cup of mi
not cup of ne
not cup of ngwee
not cup of ni
not cup of pea
not cup of pee
not cup of plea
not cup of pre
not cup of quay
not cup of re
not cup of scree
not cup of sea
not cup of see
not cup of sep
not cup of she
not cup of si
not cup of ski
not cup of spree
not cup of sri
not cup of te
not cup of tee
not cup of thee
not cup of three
not cup of ti
not cup of tree
not cup of vi
not cup of we
not cup of wee
not cup of xi
not cup of yi
not cup of zea

not cup of zee
aught day
baht day
blot day
bought day
brought day
caught day
clot day
cot day
dot day
fought day
fraught day
got day
hot day
jot day
knot day
lat day
lot day
lotte day
naught day
nought day
ought day
plot day
pot day
rot day
scot day
scott day
shot day
slot day
snot day
sot day
sought day
spot day
squat day
swat day
taught day
taut day
thought day
tot day

trot day
watt day
wrought day
yacht day
not bay
not bey
not brae
not bray
not ca
not cache
not cay
not clay
not da
not dak
not de
not dray
not fay
not fe
not fey
not flay
not fray
not frey
not ga
not gay
not gray
not grey
not ha
not hay
not hey
not jay
not kay
not lay
not lei
not les
not ley
not mae
not may
not mei
not nay
not ne

not neigh
not ole
not pay
not paye
not play
not pray
not prey
not quay
not ray
not re
not say
not slay
not sleigh
not splay
not spray
not stay
not stray
not sway
not tay
not they
not tray
not trey
not way
not weigh
not whey
not yay
not yea
aught do any favors
baht do any favors
blot do any favors
bought do any favors
brought do any favors
caught do any favors
clot do any favors
cot do any favors
dot do any favors
fought do any favors
fraught do any favors
got do any favors

hot do any favors
jot do any favors
knot do any favors
lat do any favors
lot do any favors
lotte do any favors
naught do any favors
nought do any favors
ought do any favors
plot do any favors
pot do any favors
rot do any favors
scot do any favors
scott do any favors
shot do any favors
slot do any favors
snot do any favors
sot do any favors
sought do any favors
spot do any favors
squat do any favors
swat do any favors
taught do any favors
taut do any favors
thought do any favors
tot do any favors
trot do any favors
watt do any favors
wrought do any favors
yacht do any favors
not bleu any favors
not blew any favors
not blue any favors
not boo any favors
not brew any favors
not chew any favors
not chou any favors
not chough any favors
not clue any favors
not coo any favors

not coup any favors
not crew any favors
not cue any favors
not dew any favors
not doo any favors
not drew any favors
not du any favors
not due any favors
not ewe any favors
not few any favors
not flew any favors
not flu any favors
not flue any favors
not glue any favors
not gnu any favors
not goo any favors
not grew any favors
not hew any favors
not hue any favors
not hugh any favors
not jew any favors
not knew any favors
not ku any favors
not leu any favors
not lieu any favors
not loo any favors
not lou any favors
not lu any favors
not mew any favors
not moo any favors
not mu any favors
not new any favors
not nu any favors
not ooh any favors
not pew any favors
not pu any favors
not que any favors
not queue any favors
not roux any favors
not ru any favors

not rue any favors
not screw any favors
not shew any favors
not shoe any favors
not shoo any favors
not shrew any favors
not sioux any favors
not skew any favors
not slew any favors
not sough any favors
not spew any favors
not sprue any favors
not stew any favors
not strew any favors
not sue any favors
not threw any favors
not through any favors
not to any favors
not too any favors
not true any favors
not two any favors
not view any favors
not vu any favors
not whew any favors
not who any favors
not woo any favors
not wu any favors
not yew any favors
not you any favors
not yue any favors
not zoo any favors
not do bennie favors
not do benny favors
not do jenny favors
not do many favors
not do penny favors
not do plenty favors
not do twenty favors
aught done

baht done
blot done
bought done
brought done
caught done
clot done
cot done
dot done
fought done
fraught done
got done
hot done
jot done
knot done
lat done
lot done
lotte done
naught done
nought done
ought done
plot done
pot done
rot done
scot done
scott done
shot done
slot done
snot done
sot done
sought done
spot done
squat done
swat done
taught done
taut done
thought done
tot done
trot done
watt done
wrought done

yacht done
not an
not bun
not donne
not dun
not fun
not gun
not hun
not none
not nun
not one
not pun
not run
not shun
not son
not spun
not stun
not sun
not ton
not tonne
not un
not won
aught for hire
baht for hire
blot for hire
bought for hire
brought for hire
caught for hire
clot for hire
cot for hire
dot for hire
fought for hire
fraught for hire
got for hire
hot for hire
jot for hire
knot for hire
lat for hire
lot for hire

lotte for hire
naught for hire
nought for hire
ought for hire
plot for hire
pot for hire
rot for hire
scot for hire
scott for hire
shot for hire
slot for hire
snot for hire
sot for hire
sought for hire
spot for hire
squat for hire
swat for hire
taught for hire
taut for hire
thought for hire
tot for hire
trot for hire
watt for hire
wrought for hire
yacht for hire
not for admire
not for afire
not for aspire
not for briar
not for brier
not for buyer
not for choir
not for crier
not for drier
not for dryer
not for dyer
not for expire
not for fire
not for flier
not for flyer

not for friar
not for frier
not for fryer
not for higher
not for inquire
not for inspire
not for liar
not for perspire
not for prior
not for pyre
not for retire
not for sire
not for tire
not for trier
not for white squire
not for wire
aught for my money
baht for my money
blot for my money
bought for my money
brought for my money
caught for my money
clot for my money
cot for my money
dot for my money
fought for my money
fraught for my money
got for my money
hot for my money
jot for my money
knot for my money
lat for my money
lot for my money
lotte for my money
naught for my money
nought for my money
ought for my money
plot for my money
pot for my money

rot for my money
scot for my money
scott for my money
shot for my money
slot for my money
snot for my money
sot for my money
sought for my money
spot for my money
squat for my money
swat for my money
taught for my money
taut for my money
thought for my money
tot for my money
trot for my money
watt for my money
wrought for my money
yacht for my money
not for my bunny
not for my funny
not for my gunny
not for my honey
not for my runny
not for my sonny
not for my sunny
not for my tunny
aught for publication
baht for publication
blot for publication
bought for publication
brought for publication
caught for publication
clot for publication
cot for publication
dot for publication
fought for publication
fraught for publication
got for publication

hot for publication
jot for publication
knot for publication
lat for publication
lot for publication
lotte for publication
naught for publication
nought for publication
ought for publication
plot for publication
pot for publication
rot for publication
scot for publication
scott for publication
shot for publication
slot for publication
snot for publication
sot for publication
sought for publication
spot for publication
squat for publication
swat for publication
taught for publication
taut for publication
thought for publication
tot for publication
trot for publication
watt for publication
wrought for publication
yacht for publication
not for abdication
not for aberration
not for abrogation
not for acclamation
not for acclimation
not for accusation
not for activation
not for adaptation
not for admiration
not for adoration

not for adulation
not for affectation
not for affirmation
not for aggravation
not for agitation
not for allegation
not for allocation
not for alteration
not for altercation
not for amputation
not for animation
not for annexation
not for annotation
not for appellation
not for application
not for approbation
not for arbitration
not for aspiration
not for augmentation
not for automation
not for aviation
not for avocation
not for bifurcation
not for blood relation
not for calculation
not for calibration
not for cancellation
not for celebration
not for cogitation
not for collocation
not for coloration
not for combination
not for comfort station
not for commendation
not for commutation
not for compensation
not for compilation
not for complication
not for computation
not for concentration

not for condemnation
not for condensation
not for confirmation
not for confiscation
not for conflagration
not for confrontation
not for congregation
not for conjugation
not for connotation
not for consecration
not for conservation
not for consolation
not for constellation
not for consternation
not for constipation
not for consultation
not for consummation
not for contemplation
not for conversation
not for convocation
not for coronation
not for corporation
not for correlation
not for culmination
not for cultivation
not for declaration
not for decoration
not for dedication
not for defamation
not for deformation
not for degradation
not for dehydration
not for delegation
not for demarcation
not for demonstration
not for deportation
not for depredation
not for deprivation
not for derivation
not for desecration

not for designation
not for desolation
not for desperation
not for destination
not for detonation
not for devastation
not for deviation
not for dilatation
not for disinflation
not for dislocation
not for dispensation
not for disputation
not for dissertation
not for dissipation
not for distillation
not for divination
not for domination
not for duplication
not for education
not for elevation
not for elongation
not for emanation
not for embarkation
not for emigration
not for emulation
not for equitation
not for escalation
not for estimation
not for evocation
not for excavation
not for excitation
not for exclamation
not for exhalation
not for exhortation
not for exhumation
not for expectation
not for expiration
not for explanation
not for explication
not for exploitation

not for exploration
not for extrication
not for fabrication
not for fascination
not for federation
not for fermentation
not for fibrillation
not for figuration
not for filling station
not for fire station
not for fluctuation
not for fluoridation
not for foliation
not for formulation
not for fragmentation
not for fumigation
not for gastrulation
not for generation
not for germination
not for glaciation
not for graduation
not for granulation
not for gravitation
not for habitation
not for heat prostration
not for hesitation
not for hibernation
not for hyphenation
not for ideation
not for illustration
not for imitation
not for immigration
not for implantation
not for implication
not for importation
not for impregnation
not for imputation
not for incantation
not for incarnation
not for inclination

not for incrustation
not for incubation
not for indentation
not for indexation
not for indication
not for indignation
not for infestation
not for infiltration
not for inflammation
not for information
not for inhalation
not for innovation
not for inspiration
not for installation
not for instigation
not for insulation
not for integration
not for intimation
not for intonation
not for inundation
not for invitation
not for invocation
not for irrigation
not for irritation
not for isolation
not for jubilation
not for laceration
not for legislation
not for levitation
not for liberation
not for limitation
not for liquidation
not for litigation
not for loan translation
not for lubrication
not for machination
not for malformation
not for masturbation
not for maturation
not for mediation

not for medication
not for meditation
not for menstruation
not for ministration
not for mitigation
not for moderation
not for modulation
not for molestation
not for motivation
not for mutilation
not for navigation
not for nomination
not for obfuscation
not for obligation
not for observation
not for occupation
not for operation
not for orchestration
not for ordination
not for oscillation
not for ostentation
not for ovulation
not for oxidation
not for pagination
not for palpitation
not for penetration
not for perforation
not for permutation
not for perspiration
not for perturbation
not for petrol station
not for pigmentation
not for point mutation
not for police station
not for pollination
not for population
not for power station
not for preparation
not for presentation
not for preservation

not for proclamation
not for procreation
not for profanation
not for propagation
not for protestation
not for provocation
not for punctuation
not for radiation
not for realization
not for recantation
not for recitation
not for reclamation
not for recreation
not for reformation
not for refutation
not for registration
not for regulation
not for relaxation
not for relocation
not for renovation
not for reparation
not for replication
not for reputation
not for reservation
not for resignation
not for respiration
not for restoration
not for retardation
not for revelation
not for revocation
not for rumination
not for sanitation
not for saturation
not for segmentation
not for segregation
not for separation
not for sequestration
not for service station
not for simulation
not for situation

not for speculation
not for stimulation
not for stipulation
not for strangulation
not for subluxation
not for suffocation
not for syndication
not for tabulation
not for termination
not for titillation
not for toleration
not for transformation
not for transplantation
not for transportation
not for trepidation
not for tribulation
not for ulceration
not for usurpation
not for vaccination
not for vacillation
not for validation
not for valuation
not for variation
not for vegetation
not for veneration
not for ventilation
not for vindication
not for violation
not for visitation
not for weather station
aught for the world
baht for the world
blot for the world
bought for the world
brought for the world
caught for the world
clot for the world
cot for the world
dot for the world

fought for the world
fraught for the world
got for the world
hot for the world
jot for the world
knot for the world
lat for the world
lot for the world
lotte for the world
naught for the world
nought for the world
ought for the world
plot for the world
pot for the world
rot for the world
scot for the world
scott for the world
shot for the world
slot for the world
snot for the world
sot for the world
sought for the world
spot for the world
squat for the world
swat for the world
taught for the world
taut for the world
thought for the world
tot for the world
trot for the world
watt for the world
wrought for the world
yacht for the world
aught get hopes up
baht get hopes up
blot get hopes up
bought get hopes up
brought get hopes up
caught get hopes up

clot get hopes up
cot get hopes up
dot get hopes up
fought get hopes up
fraught get hopes up
got get hopes up
hot get hopes up
jot get hopes up
knot get hopes up
lat get hopes up
lot get hopes up
lotte get hopes up
naught get hopes up
nought get hopes up
ought get hopes up
plot get hopes up
pot get hopes up
rot get hopes up
scot get hopes up
scott get hopes up
shot get hopes up
slot get hopes up
snot get hopes up
sot get hopes up
sought get hopes up
spot get hopes up
squat get hopes up
swat get hopes up
taught get hopes up
taut get hopes up
thought get hopes up
tot get hopes up
trot get hopes up
watt get hopes up
wrought get hopes up
yacht get hopes up
not bet hopes up
not bit hopes up
not brett hopes up
not brit hopes up

not britt hopes up
not chit hopes up
not debt hopes up
not et hopes up
not fit hopes up
not flit hopes up
not fret hopes up
not grit hopes up
not hit hopes up
not it hopes up
not jet hopes up
not kit hopes up
not knit hopes up
not let hopes up
not lit hopes up
not met hopes up
not mitt hopes up
not net hopes up
not nett hopes up
not nit hopes up
not pet hopes up
not pit hopes up
not pitt hopes up
not quit hopes up
not ret hopes up
not schmidt hopes up
not set hopes up
not sit hopes up
not skit hopes up
not slit hopes up
not spit hopes up
not split hopes up
not sprit hopes up
not sweat hopes up
not tet hopes up
not threat hopes up
not vet hopes up
not wet hopes up
not whet hopes up
not whit hopes up

not wit hopes up
not witt hopes up
not writ hopes up
not yet hopes up
not get ropes up
aught give a damn
baht give a damn
blot give a damn
bought give a damn
brought give a damn
caught give a damn
clot give a damn
cot give a damn
dot give a damn
fought give a damn
fraught give a damn
got give a damn
hot give a damn
jot give a damn
knot give a damn
lat give a damn
lot give a damn
lotte give a damn
naught give a damn
nought give a damn
ought give a damn
plot give a damn
pot give a damn
rot give a damn
scot give a damn
scott give a damn
shot give a damn
slot give a damn
snot give a damn
sot give a damn
sought give a damn
spot give a damn
squat give a damn
swat give a damn

taught give a damn
taut give a damn
thought give a damn
tot give a damn
trot give a damn
watt give a damn
wrought give a damn
yacht give a damn
not live a damn
not sieve a damn
not give an am
not give a bam
not give a cam
not give a clam
not give a cram
not give a dam
not give a dram
not give a gram
not give a gramme
not give a ham
not give a jam
not give a jamb
not give a lam
not give a lamb
not give a ma’am
not give a pam
not give a ram
not give a sam
not give a scam
not give a scram
not give a sham
not give a slam
not give a spam
not give a tam
not give a tram
not give a wham
not give a yam
aught give a rat’s ass
baht give a rat’s ass

blot give a rat’s ass
bought give a rat’s ass
brought give a rat’s ass
caught give a rat’s ass
clot give a rat’s ass
cot give a rat’s ass
dot give a rat’s ass
fought give a rat’s ass
fraught give a rat’s ass
got give a rat’s ass
hot give a rat’s ass
jot give a rat’s ass
knot give a rat’s ass
lat give a rat’s ass
lot give a rat’s ass
lotte give a rat’s ass
naught give a rat’s ass
nought give a rat’s ass
ought give a rat’s ass
plot give a rat’s ass
pot give a rat’s ass
rot give a rat’s ass
scot give a rat’s ass
scott give a rat’s ass
shot give a rat’s ass
slot give a rat’s ass
snot give a rat’s ass
sot give a rat’s ass
sought give a rat’s ass
spot give a rat’s ass
squat give a rat’s ass
swat give a rat’s ass
taught give a rat’s ass
taut give a rat’s ass
thought give a rat’s ass
tot give a rat’s ass
trot give a rat’s ass
watt give a rat’s ass
wrought give a rat’s ass
yacht give a rat’s ass

not live a rat’s ass
not sieve a rat’s ass
not give a rat’s bass
not give a rat’s brass
not give a rat’s casque
not give a rat’s chasse
not give a rat’s class
not give a rat’s das
not give a rat’s gas
not give a rat’s glass
not give a rat’s gras
not give a rat’s grass
not give a rat’s kvass
not give a rat’s lass
not give a rat’s last
not give a rat’s mass
not give a rat’s masse
not give a rat’s pass
not give a rat’s sass
not give a rat’s tasse
not give a rat’s wrasse
aught give a shit
baht give a shit
blot give a shit
bought give a shit
brought give a shit
caught give a shit
clot give a shit
cot give a shit
dot give a shit
fought give a shit
fraught give a shit
got give a shit
hot give a shit
jot give a shit
knot give a shit
lat give a shit
lot give a shit
lotte give a shit

naught give a shit
nought give a shit
ought give a shit
plot give a shit
pot give a shit
rot give a shit
scot give a shit
scott give a shit
shot give a shit
slot give a shit
snot give a shit
sot give a shit
sought give a shit
spot give a shit
squat give a shit
swat give a shit
taught give a shit
taut give a shit
thought give a shit
tot give a shit
trot give a shit
watt give a shit
wrought give a shit
yacht give a shit
not live a shit
not sieve a shit
not give a bit
not give a brit
not give a britt
not give a chit
not give a fit
not give a flit
not give a get
not give a grit
not give a hit
not give an it
not give a kit
not give a knit
not give a lit
not give a mitt

not give a nit
not give a pit
not give a pitt
not give a quit
not give a schmidt
not give a sit
not give a skit
not give a slit
not give a spit
not give a split
not give a sprit
not give a whit
not give a wit
not give a witt
not give a writ
aught give the time of day
baht give the time of day
blot give the time of day
bought give the time of day
brought give the time of day
caught give the time of day
clot give the time of day
cot give the time of day
dot give the time of day
fought give the time of day
fraught give the time of day
got give the time of day
hot give the time of day
jot give the time of day
knot give the time of day
lat give the time of day
lot give the time of day
lotte give the time of day
naught give the time of day
nought give the time of day
ought give the time of day
plot give the time of day
pot give the time of day
rot give the time of day

scot give the time of day
scott give the time of day
shot give the time of day
slot give the time of day
snot give the time of day
sot give the time of day
sought give the time of day
spot give the time of day
squat give the time of day
swat give the time of day
taught give the time of day
taut give the time of day
thought give the time of day
tot give the time of day
trot give the time of day
watt give the time of day
wrought give the time of day
yacht give the time of day
not live the time of day
not sieve the time of day
not give the chime of day
not give the chyme of day
not give the climb of day
not give the clime of day
not give the crime of day
not give the dime of day
not give the grime of day
not give the I’m of day
not give the lime of day
not give the mime of day
not give the prime of day
not give the rhyme of day
not give the slime of day
not give the thyme of day
not give the time of bay
not give the time of bey
not give the time of brae
not give the time of bray
not give the time of ca
not give the time of cache

not give the time of cay
not give the time of clay
not give the time of da
not give the time of dak
not give the time of de
not give the time of dray
not give the time of fay
not give the time of fe
not give the time of fey
not give the time of flay
not give the time of fray
not give the time of frey
not give the time of ga
not give the time of gay
not give the time of gray
not give the time of grey
not give the time of ha
not give the time of hay
not give the time of hey
not give the time of jay
not give the time of kay
not give the time of lay
not give the time of lei
not give the time of les
not give the time of ley
not give the time of mae
not give the time of may
not give the time of mei
not give the time of nay
not give the time of ne
not give the time of neigh
not give the time of ole
not give the time of pay
not give the time of paye
not give the time of play
not give the time of pray
not give the time of prey
not give the time of quay
not give the time of ray
not give the time of re

not give the time of say
not give the time of slay
not give the time of sleigh
not give the time of splay
not give the time of spray
not give the time of stay
not give the time of stray
not give the time of sway
not give the time of tay
not give the time of they
not give the time of tray
not give the time of trey
not give the time of way
not give the time of weigh
not give the time of whey
not give the time of yay
not give the time of yea
aught half bad
baht half bad
blot half bad
bought half bad
brought half bad
caught half bad
clot half bad
cot half bad
dot half bad
fought half bad
fraught half bad
got half bad
hot half bad
jot half bad
knot half bad
lat half bad
lot half bad
lotte half bad
naught half bad
nought half bad
ought half bad
plot half bad

pot half bad
rot half bad
scot half bad
scott half bad
shot half bad
slot half bad
snot half bad
sot half bad
sought half bad
spot half bad
squat half bad
swat half bad
taught half bad
taut half bad
thought half bad
tot half bad
trot half bad
watt half bad
wrought half bad
yacht half bad
not calf bad
not chaff bad
not gaff bad
not gaffe bad
not graph bad
not laugh bad
not raf bad
not staff bad
not staph bad
not half ad
not half add
not half brad
not half cad
not half chad
not half clad
not half dad
not half fad
not half gad
not half glad
not half grad

not half had
not half lad
not half mad
not half nad
not half pad
not half plaid
not half rad
not half sad
not half scad
not half shad
not half tad
aught half!
baht half!
blot half!
bought half!
brought half!
caught half!
clot half!
cot half!
dot half!
fought half!
fraught half!
got half!
hot half!
jot half!
knot half!
lat half!
lot half!
lotte half!
naught half!
nought half!
ought half!
plot half!
pot half!
rot half!
scot half!
scott half!
shot half!
slot half!

snot half!
sot half!
sought half!
spot half!
squat half!
swat half!
taught half!
taut half!
thought half!
tot half!
trot half!
watt half!
wrought half!
yacht half!
not calf!
not chaff!
not gaff!
not gaffe!
not graph!
not laugh!
not raf!
not staff!
not staph!
aught have a clue
baht have a clue
blot have a clue
bought have a clue
brought have a clue
caught have a clue
clot have a clue
cot have a clue
dot have a clue
fought have a clue
fraught have a clue
got have a clue
hot have a clue
jot have a clue
knot have a clue
lat have a clue

lot have a clue
lotte have a clue
naught have a clue
nought have a clue
ought have a clue
plot have a clue
pot have a clue
rot have a clue
scot have a clue
scott have a clue
shot have a clue
slot have a clue
snot have a clue
sot have a clue
sought have a clue
spot have a clue
squat have a clue
swat have a clue
taught have a clue
taut have a clue
thought have a clue
tot have a clue
trot have a clue
watt have a clue
wrought have a clue
yacht have a clue
not have a bleu
not have a blew
not have a blue
not have a boo
not have a brew
not have a chew
not have a chou
not have a chough
not have a coo
not have a coup
not have a crew
not have a cue
not have a dew
not have a do

not have a doo
not have a drew
not have a du
not have a due
not have an ewe
not have a few
not have a flew
not have a flu
not have a flue
not have a glue
not have a gnu
not have a goo
not have a grew
not have a hew
not have a hue
not have a hugh
not have a jew
not have a knew
not have a ku
not have a leu
not have a lieu
not have a loo
not have a lou
not have a lu
not have a mew
not have a moo
not have a mu
not have a new
not have a nu
not have an ooh
not have a pew
not have a pu
not have a que
not have a queue
not have a roux
not have a ru
not have a rue
not have a screw
not have a shew
not have a shoe

not have a shoo
not have a shrew
not have a sioux
not have a skew
not have a slew
not have a sough
not have a spew
not have a sprue
not have a stew
not have a strew
not have a sue
not have a threw
not have a through
not have a to
not have a too
not have a true
not have a two
not have a view
not have a vu
not have a whew
not have a who
not have a woo
not have a wu
not have a yew
not have a you
not have a yue
not have a zoo
aught have all marbles
baht have all marbles
blot have all marbles
bought have all marbles
brought have all marbles
caught have all marbles
clot have all marbles
cot have all marbles
dot have all marbles
fought have all marbles
fraught have all marbles
got have all marbles

hot have all marbles
jot have all marbles
knot have all marbles
lat have all marbles
lot have all marbles
lotte have all marbles
naught have all marbles
nought have all marbles
ought have all marbles
plot have all marbles
pot have all marbles
rot have all marbles
scot have all marbles
scott have all marbles
shot have all marbles
slot have all marbles
snot have all marbles
sot have all marbles
sought have all marbles
spot have all marbles
squat have all marbles
swat have all marbles
taught have all marbles
taut have all marbles
thought have all marbles
tot have all marbles
trot have all marbles
watt have all marbles
wrought have all marbles
yacht have all marbles
not have ball marbles
not have bawl marbles
not have brawl marbles
not have call marbles
not have caul marbles
not have crawl marbles
not have dahl marbles
not have dol marbles
not have doll marbles
not have drawl marbles

not have fall marbles
not have gall marbles
not have gaul marbles
not have hall marbles
not have haul marbles
not have loll marbles
not have mall marbles
not have maul marbles
not have mol marbles
not have moll marbles
not have molle marbles
not have pall marbles
not have paul marbles
not have pol marbles
not have saul marbles
not have scrawl marbles
not have shawl marbles
not have small marbles
not have sol marbles
not have sprawl marbles
not have squall marbles
not have stall marbles
not have tall marbles
not have thrall marbles
not have trawl marbles
not have wal marbles
not have wall marbles
aught have the heart to do
baht have the heart to do
blot have the heart to do
bought have the heart to do
brought have the heart to do
caught have the heart to do
clot have the heart to do
cot have the heart to do
dot have the heart to do
fought have the heart to do
fraught have the heart to do
got have the heart to do

hot have the heart to do
jot have the heart to do
knot have the heart to do
lat have the heart to do
lot have the heart to do
lotte have the heart to do
naught have the heart to do
nought have the heart to do
ought have the heart to do
plot have the heart to do
pot have the heart to do
rot have the heart to do
scot have the heart to do
scott have the heart to do
shot have the heart to do
slot have the heart to do
snot have the heart to do
sot have the heart to do
sought have the heart to do
spot have the heart to do
squat have the heart to do
swat have the heart to do
taught have the heart to do
taut have the heart to do
thought have the heart to do
tot have the heart to do
trot have the heart to do
watt have the heart to do
wrought have the heart to do
yacht have the heart to do
not have the art to do
not have the bart to do
not have the cart to do
not have the carte to do
not have the chart to do
not have the dart to do
not have the fart to do
not have the hart to do
not have the mart to do
not have the part to do

not have the smart to do
not have the start to do
not have the tart to do
not have the heart to bleu
not have the heart to blew
not have the heart to blue
not have the heart to boo
not have the heart to brew
not have the heart to chew
not have the heart to chou
not have the heart to chough
not have the heart to clue
not have the heart to coo
not have the heart to coup
not have the heart to crew
not have the heart to cue
not have the heart to dew
not have the heart to doo
not have the heart to drew
not have the heart to du
not have the heart to due
not have the heart to ewe
not have the heart to few
not have the heart to flew
not have the heart to flu
not have the heart to flue
not have the heart to glue
not have the heart to gnu
not have the heart to goo
not have the heart to grew
not have the heart to hew
not have the heart to hue
not have the heart to hugh
not have the heart to jew
not have the heart to knew
not have the heart to ku
not have the heart to leu
not have the heart to lieu
not have the heart to loo
not have the heart to lou

not have the heart to lu
not have the heart to mew
not have the heart to moo
not have the heart to mu
not have the heart to new
not have the heart to nu
not have the heart to ooh
not have the heart to pew
not have the heart to pu
not have the heart to que
not have the heart to queue
not have the heart to roux
not have the heart to ru
not have the heart to rue
not have the heart to screw
not have the heart to shew
not have the heart to shoe
not have the heart to shoo
not have the heart to shrew
not have the heart to sioux
not have the heart to skew
not have the heart to slew
not have the heart to sough
not have the heart to spew
not have the heart to sprue
not have the heart to stew
not have the heart to strew
not have the heart to sue
not have the heart to threw
not have the heart to through
not have the heart to to
not have the heart to too
not have the heart to true
not have the heart to two
not have the heart to view
not have the heart to vu
not have the heart to whew
not have the heart to who
not have the heart to woo
not have the heart to wu

not have the heart to yew
not have the heart to you
not have the heart to yue
not have the heart to zoo
aught have the stomach
baht have the stomach
blot have the stomach
bought have the stomach
brought have the stomach
caught have the stomach
clot have the stomach
cot have the stomach
dot have the stomach
fought have the stomach
fraught have the stomach
got have the stomach
hot have the stomach
jot have the stomach
knot have the stomach
lat have the stomach
lot have the stomach
lotte have the stomach
naught have the stomach
nought have the stomach
ought have the stomach
plot have the stomach
pot have the stomach
rot have the stomach
scot have the stomach
scott have the stomach
shot have the stomach
slot have the stomach
snot have the stomach
sot have the stomach
sought have the stomach
spot have the stomach
squat have the stomach
swat have the stomach
taught have the stomach

taut have the stomach
thought have the stomach
tot have the stomach
trot have the stomach
watt have the stomach
wrought have the stomach
yacht have the stomach
aught hurt a flea
baht hurt a flea
blot hurt a flea
bought hurt a flea
brought hurt a flea
caught hurt a flea
clot hurt a flea
cot hurt a flea
dot hurt a flea
fought hurt a flea
fraught hurt a flea
got hurt a flea
hot hurt a flea
jot hurt a flea
knot hurt a flea
lat hurt a flea
lot hurt a flea
lotte hurt a flea
naught hurt a flea
nought hurt a flea
ought hurt a flea
plot hurt a flea
pot hurt a flea
rot hurt a flea
scot hurt a flea
scott hurt a flea
shot hurt a flea
slot hurt a flea
snot hurt a flea
sot hurt a flea
sought hurt a flea
spot hurt a flea

squat hurt a flea
swat hurt a flea
taught hurt a flea
taut hurt a flea
thought hurt a flea
tot hurt a flea
trot hurt a flea
watt hurt a flea
wrought hurt a flea
yacht hurt a flea
not bert a flea
not blurt a flea
not burt a flea
not chert a flea
not curt a flea
not dirt a flea
not flirt a flea
not girt a flea
not pert a flea
not quirt a flea
not shirt a flea
not skirt a flea
not spurt a flea
not squirt a flea
not hurt an ab
not hurt an ag
not hurt a be
not hurt a bee
not hurt a brie
not hurt a cod
not hurt a cree
not hurt a de
not hurt a dee
not hurt a di
not hurt an ee
not hurt a fee
not hurt a flee
not hurt a fop
not hurt a free
not hurt a gee

not hurt a ghee
not hurt a glee
not hurt a he
not hurt an id
not hurt a kea
not hurt a key
not hurt a ki
not hurt a knee
not hurt a lea
not hurt a lee
not hurt a leigh
not hurt a li
not hurt a mc
not hurt a me
not hurt a mi
not hurt a ne
not hurt a ngwee
not hurt a ni
not hurt a pea
not hurt a pee
not hurt a plea
not hurt a pre
not hurt a quay
not hurt a re
not hurt a scree
not hurt a sea
not hurt a see
not hurt a sep
not hurt a she
not hurt a si
not hurt a ski
not hurt a spree
not hurt a sri
not hurt a te
not hurt a tea
not hurt a tee
not hurt a thee
not hurt a three
not hurt a ti
not hurt a tree

not hurt a vi
not hurt a we
not hurt a wee
not hurt a xi
not hurt a yi
not hurt a zea
not hurt a zee
aught in the slightest
baht in the slightest
blot in the slightest
bought in the slightest
brought in the slightest
caught in the slightest
clot in the slightest
cot in the slightest
dot in the slightest
fought in the slightest
fraught in the slightest
got in the slightest
hot in the slightest
jot in the slightest
knot in the slightest
lat in the slightest
lot in the slightest
lotte in the slightest
naught in the slightest
nought in the slightest
ought in the slightest
plot in the slightest
pot in the slightest
rot in the slightest
scot in the slightest
scott in the slightest
shot in the slightest
slot in the slightest
snot in the slightest
sot in the slightest
sought in the slightest
spot in the slightest

squat in the slightest
swat in the slightest
taught in the slightest
taut in the slightest
thought in the slightest
tot in the slightest
trot in the slightest
watt in the slightest
wrought in the slightest
yacht in the slightest
aught just whistling Dixie
baht just whistling Dixie
blot just whistling Dixie
bought just whistling Dixie
brought just whistling Dixie
caught just whistling Dixie
clot just whistling Dixie
cot just whistling Dixie
dot just whistling Dixie
fought just whistling Dixie
fraught just whistling Dixie
got just whistling Dixie
hot just whistling Dixie
jot just whistling Dixie
knot just whistling Dixie
lat just whistling Dixie
lot just whistling Dixie
lotte just whistling Dixie
naught just whistling Dixie
nought just whistling Dixie
ought just whistling Dixie
plot just whistling Dixie
pot just whistling Dixie
rot just whistling Dixie
scot just whistling Dixie
scott just whistling Dixie
shot just whistling Dixie
slot just whistling Dixie
snot just whistling Dixie

sot just whistling Dixie
sought just whistling Dixie
spot just whistling Dixie
squat just whistling Dixie
swat just whistling Dixie
taught just whistling Dixie
taut just whistling Dixie
thought just whistling Dixie
tot just whistling Dixie
trot just whistling Dixie
watt just whistling Dixie
wrought just whistling Dixie
yacht just whistling Dixie
not bust whistling Dixie
not crust whistling Dixie
not cussed whistling Dixie
not dust whistling Dixie
not gust whistling Dixie
not lust whistling Dixie
not must whistling Dixie
not rust whistling Dixie
not thrust whistling Dixie
not trussed whistling Dixie
not trust whistling Dixie
aught know beans
baht know beans
blot know beans
bought know beans
brought know beans
caught know beans
clot know beans
cot know beans
dot know beans
fought know beans
fraught know beans
got know beans
hot know beans
jot know beans
knot know beans

lat know beans
lot know beans
lotte know beans
naught know beans
nought know beans
ought know beans
plot know beans
pot know beans
rot know beans
scot know beans
scott know beans
shot know beans
slot know beans
snot know beans
sot know beans
sought know beans
spot know beans
squat know beans
swat know beans
taught know beans
taut know beans
thought know beans
tot know beans
trot know beans
watt know beans
wrought know beans
yacht know beans
not au beans
not beau beans
not blow beans
not bo beans
not bow beans
not co beans
not cro beans
not crow beans
not doe beans
not doh beans
not dough beans
not floe beans
not flow beans

not foe beans
not fro beans
not glow beans
not go beans
not grow beans
not ho beans
not hoe beans
not jo beans
not joe beans
not ko beans
not lo beans
not low beans
not luo beans
not mo beans
not moe beans
not mow beans
not no beans
not oh beans
not owe beans
not plough beans
not po beans
not pro beans
not quo beans
not rho beans
not ro beans
not roe beans
not row beans
not sew beans
not show beans
not sloe beans
not slow beans
not snow beans
not so beans
not sow beans
not stow beans
not tho beans
not though beans
not throe beans
not throw beans
not toe beans

not tow beans
not whoa beans
not woe beans
not yo beans
not know genes
not know greens
not know jeans
not know means
not know queens
not know screens
not know teens
aught know beans about
baht know beans about
blot know beans about
bought know beans about
brought know beans about
caught know beans about
clot know beans about
cot know beans about
dot know beans about
fought know beans about
fraught know beans about
got know beans about
hot know beans about
jot know beans about
knot know beans about
lat know beans about
lot know beans about
lotte know beans about
naught know beans about
nought know beans about
ought know beans about
plot know beans about
pot know beans about
rot know beans about
scot know beans about
scott know beans about
shot know beans about
slot know beans about

snot know beans about
sot know beans about
sought know beans about
spot know beans about
squat know beans about
swat know beans about
taught know beans about
taut know beans about
thought know beans about
tot know beans about
trot know beans about
watt know beans about
wrought know beans about
yacht know beans about
not au beans about
not beau beans about
not blow beans about
not bo beans about
not bow beans about
not co beans about
not cro beans about
not crow beans about
not doe beans about
not doh beans about
not dough beans about
not floe beans about
not flow beans about
not foe beans about
not fro beans about
not glow beans about
not go beans about
not grow beans about
not ho beans about
not hoe beans about
not jo beans about
not joe beans about
not ko beans about
not lo beans about
not low beans about
not luo beans about

not mo beans about
not moe beans about
not mow beans about
not no beans about
not oh beans about
not owe beans about
not plough beans about
not po beans about
not pro beans about
not quo beans about
not rho beans about
not ro beans about
not roe beans about
not row beans about
not sew beans about
not show beans about
not sloe beans about
not slow beans about
not snow beans about
not so beans about
not sow beans about
not stow beans about
not tho beans about
not though beans about
not throe beans about
not throw beans about
not toe beans about
not tow beans about
not whoa beans about
not woe beans about
not yo beans about
not know genes about
not know greens about
not know jeans about
not know means about
not know queens about
not know screens about
not know teens about
aught know from nothing

baht know from nothing
blot know from nothing
bought know from nothing
brought know from nothing
caught know from nothing
clot know from nothing
cot know from nothing
dot know from nothing
fought know from nothing
fraught know from nothing
got know from nothing
hot know from nothing
jot know from nothing
knot know from nothing
lat know from nothing
lot know from nothing
lotte know from nothing
naught know from nothing
nought know from nothing
ought know from nothing
plot know from nothing
pot know from nothing
rot know from nothing
scot know from nothing
scott know from nothing
shot know from nothing
slot know from nothing
snot know from nothing
sot know from nothing
sought know from nothing
spot know from nothing
squat know from nothing
swat know from nothing
taught know from nothing
taut know from nothing
thought know from nothing
tot know from nothing
trot know from nothing
watt know from nothing
wrought know from nothing

yacht know from nothing
not au from nothing
not beau from nothing
not blow from nothing
not bo from nothing
not bow from nothing
not co from nothing
not cro from nothing
not crow from nothing
not doe from nothing
not doh from nothing
not dough from nothing
not floe from nothing
not flow from nothing
not foe from nothing
not fro from nothing
not glow from nothing
not go from nothing
not grow from nothing
not ho from nothing
not hoe from nothing
not jo from nothing
not joe from nothing
not ko from nothing
not lo from nothing
not low from nothing
not luo from nothing
not mo from nothing
not moe from nothing
not mow from nothing
not no from nothing
not oh from nothing
not owe from nothing
not plough from nothing
not po from nothing
not pro from nothing
not quo from nothing
not rho from nothing
not ro from nothing
not roe from nothing

not row from nothing
not sew from nothing
not show from nothing
not sloe from nothing
not slow from nothing
not snow from nothing
not so from nothing
not sow from nothing
not stow from nothing
not tho from nothing
not though from nothing
not throe from nothing
not throw from nothing
not toe from nothing
not tow from nothing
not whoa from nothing
not woe from nothing
not yo from nothing
aught know own strength
baht know own strength
blot know own strength
bought know own strength
brought know own strength
caught know own strength
clot know own strength
cot know own strength
dot know own strength
fought know own strength
fraught know own strength
got know own strength
hot know own strength
jot know own strength
knot know own strength
lat know own strength
lot know own strength
lotte know own strength
naught know own strength
nought know own strength
ought know own strength

plot know own strength
pot know own strength
rot know own strength
scot know own strength
scott know own strength
shot know own strength
slot know own strength
snot know own strength
sot know own strength
sought know own strength
spot know own strength
squat know own strength
swat know own strength
taught know own strength
taut know own strength
thought know own strength
tot know own strength
trot know own strength
watt know own strength
wrought know own strength
yacht know own strength
not au own strength
not beau own strength
not blow own strength
not bo own strength
not bow own strength
not co own strength
not cro own strength
not crow own strength
not doe own strength
not doh own strength
not dough own strength
not floe own strength
not flow own strength
not foe own strength
not fro own strength
not glow own strength
not go own strength
not grow own strength
not ho own strength

not hoe own strength
not jo own strength
not joe own strength
not ko own strength
not lo own strength
not low own strength
not luo own strength
not mo own strength
not moe own strength
not mow own strength
not no own strength
not oh own strength
not owe own strength
not plough own strength
not po own strength
not pro own strength
not quo own strength
not rho own strength
not ro own strength
not roe own strength
not row own strength
not sew own strength
not show own strength
not sloe own strength
not slow own strength
not snow own strength
not so own strength
not sow own strength
not stow own strength
not tho own strength
not though own strength
not throe own strength
not throw own strength
not toe own strength
not tow own strength
not whoa own strength
not woe own strength
not yo own strength
not know blown strength
not know bone strength

not know clone strength
not know cone strength
not know crone strength
not know don’t strength
not know drone strength
not know flown strength
not know groan strength
not know grown strength
not know hone strength
not know joan strength
not know known strength
not know loan strength
not know lone strength
not know moan strength
not know mon strength
not know phone strength
not know prone strength
not know rhone strength
not know roan strength
not know scone strength
not know sewn strength
not know shown strength
not know sown strength
not know stone strength
not know throne strength
not know thrown strength
not know tone strength
not know zone strength
not know own length
aught know which end is up
baht know which end is up
blot know which end is up
bought know which end is up
brought know which end is up
caught know which end is up
clot know which end is up
cot know which end is up
dot know which end is up
fought know which end is up

fraught know which end is up
got know which end is up
hot know which end is up
jot know which end is up
knot know which end is up
lat know which end is up
lot know which end is up
lotte know which end is up
naught know which end is up
nought know which end is up
ought know which end is up
plot know which end is up
pot know which end is up
rot know which end is up
scot know which end is up
scott know which end is up
shot know which end is up
slot know which end is up
snot know which end is up
sot know which end is up
sought know which end is up
spot know which end is up
squat know which end is up
swat know which end is up
taught know which end is up
taut know which end is up
thought know which end is up
tot know which end is up
trot know which end is up
watt know which end is up
wrought know which end is up
yacht know which end is up
not au which end is up
not beau which end is up
not blow which end is up
not bo which end is up
not bow which end is up
not co which end is up
not cro which end is up
not crow which end is up

not doe which end is up
not doh which end is up
not dough which end is up
not floe which end is up
not flow which end is up
not foe which end is up
not fro which end is up
not glow which end is up
not go which end is up
not grow which end is up
not ho which end is up
not hoe which end is up
not jo which end is up
not joe which end is up
not ko which end is up
not lo which end is up
not low which end is up
not luo which end is up
not mo which end is up
not moe which end is up
not mow which end is up
not no which end is up
not oh which end is up
not owe which end is up
not plough which end is up
not po which end is up
not pro which end is up
not quo which end is up
not rho which end is up
not ro which end is up
not roe which end is up
not row which end is up
not sew which end is up
not show which end is up
not sloe which end is up
not slow which end is up
not snow which end is up
not so which end is up
not sow which end is up
not stow which end is up

not tho which end is up
not though which end is up
not throe which end is up
not throw which end is up
not toe which end is up
not tow which end is up
not whoa which end is up
not woe which end is up
not yo which end is up
not know ditch end is up
not know fitch end is up
not know flitch end is up
not know glitch end is up
not know hitch end is up
not know itch end is up
not know kitsch end is up
not know niche end is up
not know pitch end is up
not know rich end is up
not know snitch end is up
not know stitch end is up
not know switch end is up
not know twitch end is up
not know witch end is up
not know which bend is up
not know which blend is up
not know which blende is up
not know which fend is up
not know which friend is up
not know which lend is up
not know which mend is up
not know which penned is up
not know which scend is up
not know which send is up
not know which spend is up
not know which tend is up
not know which trend is up
not know which wend is up
aught let catch doing

baht let catch doing
blot let catch doing
bought let catch doing
brought let catch doing
caught let catch doing
clot let catch doing
cot let catch doing
dot let catch doing
fought let catch doing
fraught let catch doing
got let catch doing
hot let catch doing
jot let catch doing
knot let catch doing
lat let catch doing
lot let catch doing
lotte let catch doing
naught let catch doing
nought let catch doing
ought let catch doing
plot let catch doing
pot let catch doing
rot let catch doing
scot let catch doing
scott let catch doing
shot let catch doing
slot let catch doing
snot let catch doing
sot let catch doing
sought let catch doing
spot let catch doing
squat let catch doing
swat let catch doing
taught let catch doing
taut let catch doing
thought let catch doing
tot let catch doing
trot let catch doing
watt let catch doing
wrought let catch doing

yacht let catch doing
not bet catch doing
not brett catch doing
not debt catch doing
not et catch doing
not fret catch doing
not get catch doing
not jet catch doing
not met catch doing
not net catch doing
not nett catch doing
not pet catch doing
not ret catch doing
not set catch doing
not sweat catch doing
not tet catch doing
not threat catch doing
not vet catch doing
not wet catch doing
not whet catch doing
not yet catch doing
not let batch doing
not let hatch doing
not let latch doing
not let match doing
not let patch doing
not let scratch doing
not let snatch doing
not let thatch doing
not let catch blueing
not let catch bluing
not let catch brewing
not let catch chewing
not let catch stewing
not let catch suing
not let catch viewing
not let catch wooing
aught lift a finger
baht lift a finger

blot lift a finger
bought lift a finger
brought lift a finger
caught lift a finger
clot lift a finger
cot lift a finger
dot lift a finger
fought lift a finger
fraught lift a finger
got lift a finger
hot lift a finger
jot lift a finger
knot lift a finger
lat lift a finger
lot lift a finger
lotte lift a finger
naught lift a finger
nought lift a finger
ought lift a finger
plot lift a finger
pot lift a finger
rot lift a finger
scot lift a finger
scott lift a finger
shot lift a finger
slot lift a finger
snot lift a finger
sot lift a finger
sought lift a finger
spot lift a finger
squat lift a finger
swat lift a finger
taught lift a finger
taut lift a finger
thought lift a finger
tot lift a finger
trot lift a finger
watt lift a finger
wrought lift a finger
yacht lift a finger

not drift a finger
not gift a finger
not rift a finger
not shift a finger
not shrift a finger
not sift a finger
not swift a finger
not thrift a finger
not lift a linger
aught long for this world
baht long for this world
blot long for this world
bought long for this world
brought long for this world
caught long for this world
clot long for this world
cot long for this world
dot long for this world
fought long for this world
fraught long for this world
got long for this world
hot long for this world
jot long for this world
knot long for this world
lat long for this world
lot long for this world
lotte long for this world
naught long for this world
nought long for this world
ought long for this world
plot long for this world
pot long for this world
rot long for this world
scot long for this world
scott long for this world
shot long for this world
slot long for this world
snot long for this world
sot long for this world

sought long for this world
spot long for this world
squat long for this world
swat long for this world
taught long for this world
taut long for this world
thought long for this world
tot long for this world
trot long for this world
watt long for this world
wrought long for this world
yacht long for this world
not bong for this world
not dong for this world
not gong for this world
not hong for this world
not prong for this world
not song for this world
not strong for this world
not tang for this world
not thong for this world
not throng for this world
not twang for this world
not wong for this world
not wrong for this world
not long for bliss world
not long for chris world
not long for dis world
not long for hiss world
not long for kiss world
not long for mis world
not long for miss world
not long for piss world
not long for sis world
not long for suisse world
not long for swiss world
not long for vis world
aught miss a beat
baht miss a beat

blot miss a beat
bought miss a beat
brought miss a beat
caught miss a beat
clot miss a beat
cot miss a beat
dot miss a beat
fought miss a beat
fraught miss a beat
got miss a beat
hot miss a beat
jot miss a beat
knot miss a beat
lat miss a beat
lot miss a beat
lotte miss a beat
naught miss a beat
nought miss a beat
ought miss a beat
plot miss a beat
pot miss a beat
rot miss a beat
scot miss a beat
scott miss a beat
shot miss a beat
slot miss a beat
snot miss a beat
sot miss a beat
sought miss a beat
spot miss a beat
squat miss a beat
swat miss a beat
taught miss a beat
taut miss a beat
thought miss a beat
tot miss a beat
trot miss a beat
watt miss a beat
wrought miss a beat
yacht miss a beat

not bliss a beat
not chris a beat
not dis a beat
not hiss a beat
not kiss a beat
not mis a beat
not piss a beat
not sis a beat
not suisse a beat
not swiss a beat
not this a beat
not vis a beat
not miss a beet
not miss a bleat
not miss a cheat
not miss a cleat
not miss a crete
not miss an eat
not miss a feat
not miss a feet
not miss a fleet
not miss a gleet
not miss a greet
not miss a heat
not miss a meat
not miss a meet
not miss a neat
not miss a peat
not miss a pete
not miss a pleat
not miss a seat
not miss a sheet
not miss a skeet
not miss a sleet
not miss a street
not miss a suite
not miss a sweet
not miss a teat
not miss a treat
not miss a tweet

not miss a wheat
aught much to look at
baht much to look at
blot much to look at
bought much to look at
brought much to look at
caught much to look at
clot much to look at
cot much to look at
dot much to look at
fought much to look at
fraught much to look at
got much to look at
hot much to look at
jot much to look at
knot much to look at
lat much to look at
lot much to look at
lotte much to look at
naught much to look at
nought much to look at
ought much to look at
plot much to look at
pot much to look at
rot much to look at
scot much to look at
scott much to look at
shot much to look at
slot much to look at
snot much to look at
sot much to look at
sought much to look at
spot much to look at
squat much to look at
swat much to look at
taught much to look at
taut much to look at
thought much to look at
tot much to look at

trot much to look at
watt much to look at
wrought much to look at
yacht much to look at
not clutch to look at
not crutch to look at
not cutch to look at
not dutch to look at
not hutch to look at
not kutch to look at
not smutch to look at
not such to look at
not touch to look at
not much to book at
not much to brook at
not much to cook at
not much to crook at
not much to hook at
not much to nook at
not much to rook at
not much to shook at
not much to snook at
not much to took at
aught on your nelly!
baht on your nelly!
blot on your nelly!
bought on your nelly!
brought on your nelly!
caught on your nelly!
clot on your nelly!
cot on your nelly!
dot on your nelly!
fought on your nelly!
fraught on your nelly!
got on your nelly!
hot on your nelly!
jot on your nelly!
knot on your nelly!
lat on your nelly!

lot on your nelly!
lotte on your nelly!
naught on your nelly!
nought on your nelly!
ought on your nelly!
plot on your nelly!
pot on your nelly!
rot on your nelly!
scot on your nelly!
scott on your nelly!
shot on your nelly!
slot on your nelly!
snot on your nelly!
sot on your nelly!
sought on your nelly!
spot on your nelly!
squat on your nelly!
swat on your nelly!
taught on your nelly!
taut on your nelly!
thought on your nelly!
tot on your nelly!
trot on your nelly!
watt on your nelly!
wrought on your nelly!
yacht on your nelly!
not on your belly!
not on your delhi!
not on your deli!
not on your jelly!
not on your kelly!
not on your shelley!
not on your shelly!
not on your smelly!
not on your tele!
not on your telly!
aught open mouth
baht open mouth
blot open mouth

bought open mouth
brought open mouth
caught open mouth
clot open mouth
cot open mouth
dot open mouth
fought open mouth
fraught open mouth
got open mouth
hot open mouth
jot open mouth
knot open mouth
lat open mouth
lot open mouth
lotte open mouth
naught open mouth
nought open mouth
ought open mouth
plot open mouth
pot open mouth
rot open mouth
scot open mouth
scott open mouth
shot open mouth
slot open mouth
snot open mouth
sot open mouth
sought open mouth
spot open mouth
squat open mouth
swat open mouth
taught open mouth
taut open mouth
thought open mouth
tot open mouth
trot open mouth
watt open mouth
wrought open mouth
yacht open mouth
not open south

aught out of the woods
baht out of the woods
blot out of the woods
bought out of the woods
brought out of the woods
caught out of the woods
clot out of the woods
cot out of the woods
dot out of the woods
fought out of the woods
fraught out of the woods
got out of the woods
hot out of the woods
jot out of the woods
knot out of the woods
lat out of the woods
lot out of the woods
lotte out of the woods
naught out of the woods
nought out of the woods
ought out of the woods
plot out of the woods
pot out of the woods
rot out of the woods
scot out of the woods
scott out of the woods
shot out of the woods
slot out of the woods
snot out of the woods
sot out of the woods
sought out of the woods
spot out of the woods
squat out of the woods
swat out of the woods
taught out of the woods
taut out of the woods
thought out of the woods
tot out of the woods
trot out of the woods

watt out of the woods
wrought out of the woods
yacht out of the woods
not bout of the woods
not clout of the woods
not doubt of the woods
not drought of the woods
not flout of the woods
not gout of the woods
not grout of the woods
not knout of the woods
not kraut of the woods
not lout of the woods
not pout of the woods
not rout of the woods
not route of the woods
not scout of the woods
not shout of the woods
not snout of the woods
not spout of the woods
not sprout of the woods
not stout of the woods
not tout of the woods
not trout of the woods
not out of the goods
aught put a foot wrong
baht put a foot wrong
blot put a foot wrong
bought put a foot wrong
brought put a foot wrong
caught put a foot wrong
clot put a foot wrong
cot put a foot wrong
dot put a foot wrong
fought put a foot wrong
fraught put a foot wrong
got put a foot wrong
hot put a foot wrong
jot put a foot wrong

knot put a foot wrong
lat put a foot wrong
lot put a foot wrong
lotte put a foot wrong
naught put a foot wrong
nought put a foot wrong
ought put a foot wrong
plot put a foot wrong
pot put a foot wrong
rot put a foot wrong
scot put a foot wrong
scott put a foot wrong
shot put a foot wrong
slot put a foot wrong
snot put a foot wrong
sot put a foot wrong
sought put a foot wrong
spot put a foot wrong
squat put a foot wrong
swat put a foot wrong
taught put a foot wrong
taut put a foot wrong
thought put a foot wrong
tot put a foot wrong
trot put a foot wrong
watt put a foot wrong
wrought put a foot wrong
yacht put a foot wrong
not foot a foot wrong
not soot a foot wrong
not put a put wrong
not put a soot wrong
not put a foot bong
not put a foot dong
not put a foot gong
not put a foot hong
not put a foot long
not put a foot prong
not put a foot song
not put a foot strong

not put a foot tang
not put a foot thong
not put a foot throng
not put a foot twang
not put a foot wong
aught put it past
baht put it past
blot put it past
bought put it past
brought put it past
caught put it past
clot put it past
cot put it past
dot put it past
fought put it past
fraught put it past
got put it past
hot put it past
jot put it past
knot put it past
lat put it past
lot put it past
lotte put it past
naught put it past
nought put it past
ought put it past
plot put it past
pot put it past
rot put it past
scot put it past
scott put it past
shot put it past
slot put it past
snot put it past
sot put it past
sought put it past
spot put it past
squat put it past
swat put it past

taught put it past
taut put it past
thought put it past
tot put it past
trot put it past
watt put it past
wrought put it past
yacht put it past
not foot it past
not soot it past
not put it asked
not put it bast
not put it blast
not put it cast
not put it caste
not put it fast
not put it glassed
not put it last
not put it massed
not put it mast
not put it nast
not put it passed
not put it vast
aught sit well
baht sit well
blot sit well
bought sit well
brought sit well
caught sit well
clot sit well
cot sit well
dot sit well
fought sit well
fraught sit well
got sit well
hot sit well
jot sit well
knot sit well
lat sit well

lot sit well
lotte sit well
naught sit well
nought sit well
ought sit well
plot sit well
pot sit well
rot sit well
scot sit well
scott sit well
shot sit well
slot sit well
snot sit well
sot sit well
sought sit well
spot sit well
squat sit well
swat sit well
taught sit well
taut sit well
thought sit well
tot sit well
trot sit well
watt sit well
wrought sit well
yacht sit well
not bit well
not brit well
not britt well
not chit well
not fit well
not flit well
not get well
not grit well
not hit well
not it well
not kit well
not knit well
not lit well
not mitt well

not nit well
not pit well
not pitt well
not quit well
not schmidt well
not skit well
not slit well
not spit well
not split well
not sprit well
not whit well
not wit well
not witt well
not writ well
not sit bel
not sit bell
not sit belle
not sit cell
not sit del
not sit dell
not sit dwell
not sit el
not sit ell
not sit fell
not sit gel
not sit hell
not sit jell
not sit knell
not sit mel
not sit pell
not sit quell
not sit sell
not sit shell
not sit smell
not sit spell
not sit swell
not sit tell
not sit yell
aught stand for it

baht stand for it
blot stand for it
bought stand for it
brought stand for it
caught stand for it
clot stand for it
cot stand for it
dot stand for it
fought stand for it
fraught stand for it
got stand for it
hot stand for it
jot stand for it
knot stand for it
lat stand for it
lot stand for it
lotte stand for it
naught stand for it
nought stand for it
ought stand for it
plot stand for it
pot stand for it
rot stand for it
scot stand for it
scott stand for it
shot stand for it
slot stand for it
snot stand for it
sot stand for it
sought stand for it
spot stand for it
squat stand for it
swat stand for it
taught stand for it
taut stand for it
thought stand for it
tot stand for it
trot stand for it
watt stand for it
wrought stand for it

yacht stand for it
not and for it
not band for it
not banned for it
not bland for it
not brand for it
not canned for it
not fanned for it
not gland for it
not grand for it
not grande for it
not hand for it
not land for it
not mande for it
not manned for it
not planned for it
not rand for it
not sand for it
not strand for it
not tanned for it
aught take kindly to
baht take kindly to
blot take kindly to
bought take kindly to
brought take kindly to
caught take kindly to
clot take kindly to
cot take kindly to
dot take kindly to
fought take kindly to
fraught take kindly to
got take kindly to
hot take kindly to
jot take kindly to
knot take kindly to
lat take kindly to
lot take kindly to
lotte take kindly to
naught take kindly to

nought take kindly to
ought take kindly to
plot take kindly to
pot take kindly to
rot take kindly to
scot take kindly to
scott take kindly to
shot take kindly to
slot take kindly to
snot take kindly to
sot take kindly to
sought take kindly to
spot take kindly to
squat take kindly to
swat take kindly to
taught take kindly to
taut take kindly to
thought take kindly to
tot take kindly to
trot take kindly to
watt take kindly to
wrought take kindly to
yacht take kindly to
not ache kindly to
not bake kindly to
not blake kindly to
not brake kindly to
not break kindly to
not cake kindly to
not crake kindly to
not drake kindly to
not fake kindly to
not flake kindly to
not hake kindly to
not jake kindly to
not lake kindly to
not make kindly to
not quake kindly to
not rake kindly to
not sake kindly to

not shake kindly to
not slake kindly to
not snake kindly to
not stake kindly to
not steak kindly to
not strake kindly to
not wake kindly to
aught the end of the world
baht the end of the world
blot the end of the world
bought the end of the world
brought the end of the world
caught the end of the world
clot the end of the world
cot the end of the world
dot the end of the world
fought the end of the world
fraught the end of the world
got the end of the world
hot the end of the world
jot the end of the world
knot the end of the world
lat the end of the world
lot the end of the world
lotte the end of the world
naught the end of the world
nought the end of the world
ought the end of the world
plot the end of the world
pot the end of the world
rot the end of the world
scot the end of the world
scott the end of the world
shot the end of the world
slot the end of the world
snot the end of the world
sot the end of the world
sought the end of the world
spot the end of the world

squat the end of the world
swat the end of the world
taught the end of the world
taut the end of the world
thought the end of the world
tot the end of the world
trot the end of the world
watt the end of the world
wrought the end of the world
yacht the end of the world
not the bend of the world
not the blend of the world
not the blende of the world
not the fend of the world
not the friend of the world
not the lend of the world
not the mend of the world
not the penned of the world
not the scend of the world
not the send of the world
not the spend of the world
not the tend of the world
not the trend of the world
not the wend of the world
aught the half of it
baht the half of it
blot the half of it
bought the half of it
brought the half of it
caught the half of it
clot the half of it
cot the half of it
dot the half of it
fought the half of it
fraught the half of it
got the half of it
hot the half of it
jot the half of it
knot the half of it

lat the half of it
lot the half of it
lotte the half of it
naught the half of it
nought the half of it
ought the half of it
plot the half of it
pot the half of it
rot the half of it
scot the half of it
scott the half of it
shot the half of it
slot the half of it
snot the half of it
sot the half of it
sought the half of it
spot the half of it
squat the half of it
swat the half of it
taught the half of it
taut the half of it
thought the half of it
tot the half of it
trot the half of it
watt the half of it
wrought the half of it
yacht the half of it
not the calf of it
not the chaff of it
not the gaff of it
not the gaffe of it
not the graph of it
not the laugh of it
not the raf of it
not the staff of it
not the staph of it
aught think twice about
baht think twice about
blot think twice about

bought think twice about
brought think twice about
caught think twice about
clot think twice about
cot think twice about
dot think twice about
fought think twice about
fraught think twice about
got think twice about
hot think twice about
jot think twice about
knot think twice about
lat think twice about
lot think twice about
lotte think twice about
naught think twice about
nought think twice about
ought think twice about
plot think twice about
pot think twice about
rot think twice about
scot think twice about
scott think twice about
shot think twice about
slot think twice about
snot think twice about
sot think twice about
sought think twice about
spot think twice about
squat think twice about
swat think twice about
taught think twice about
taut think twice about
thought think twice about
tot think twice about
trot think twice about
watt think twice about
wrought think twice about
yacht think twice about
not blink twice about

not brink twice about
not chink twice about
not cinque twice about
not clink twice about
not drink twice about
not fink twice about
not ink twice about
not link twice about
not mink twice about
not pink twice about
not prink twice about
not rink twice about
not shrink twice about
not sink twice about
not skink twice about
not slink twice about
not stink twice about
not sync twice about
not wink twice about
not zinc twice about
not think dice about
not think gneiss about
not think ice about
not think mice about
not think nice about
not think price about
not think rice about
not think slice about
not think spice about
not think splice about
not think trice about
not think vice about
not think vise about
aught trouble head about
baht trouble head about
blot trouble head about
bought trouble head about
brought trouble head about
caught trouble head about

clot trouble head about
cot trouble head about
dot trouble head about
fought trouble head about
fraught trouble head about
got trouble head about
hot trouble head about
jot trouble head about
knot trouble head about
lat trouble head about
lot trouble head about
lotte trouble head about
naught trouble head about
nought trouble head about
ought trouble head about
plot trouble head about
pot trouble head about
rot trouble head about
scot trouble head about
scott trouble head about
shot trouble head about
slot trouble head about
snot trouble head about
sot trouble head about
sought trouble head about
spot trouble head about
squat trouble head about
swat trouble head about
taught trouble head about
taut trouble head about
thought trouble head about
tot trouble head about
trot trouble head about
watt trouble head about
wrought trouble head about
yacht trouble head about
not bubble head about
not double head about
not hubble head about
not rubble head about

not stubble head about
not trouble bed about
not trouble bled about
not trouble bread about
not trouble bred about
not trouble dead about
not trouble dread about
not trouble ed about
not trouble fed about
not trouble fled about
not trouble fred about
not trouble lead about
not trouble led about
not trouble med about
not trouble ned about
not trouble pled about
not trouble read about
not trouble red about
not trouble said about
not trouble shed about
not trouble shred about
not trouble sled about
not trouble spread about
not trouble stead about
not trouble ted about
not trouble thread about
not trouble tread about
not trouble wed about
not trouble zed about
aught worth a damn
baht worth a damn
blot worth a damn
bought worth a damn
brought worth a damn
caught worth a damn
clot worth a damn
cot worth a damn
dot worth a damn
fought worth a damn

fraught worth a damn
got worth a damn
hot worth a damn
jot worth a damn
knot worth a damn
lat worth a damn
lot worth a damn
lotte worth a damn
naught worth a damn
nought worth a damn
ought worth a damn
plot worth a damn
pot worth a damn
rot worth a damn
scot worth a damn
scott worth a damn
shot worth a damn
slot worth a damn
snot worth a damn
sot worth a damn
sought worth a damn
spot worth a damn
squat worth a damn
swat worth a damn
taught worth a damn
taut worth a damn
thought worth a damn
tot worth a damn
trot worth a damn
watt worth a damn
wrought worth a damn
yacht worth a damn
not berth a damn
not birth a damn
not dearth a damn
not earth a damn
not firth a damn
not girth a damn
not mirth a damn
not perth a damn

not worth an am
not worth a bam
not worth a cam
not worth a clam
not worth a cram
not worth a dam
not worth a dram
not worth a gram
not worth a gramme
not worth a ham
not worth a jam
not worth a jamb
not worth a lam
not worth a lamb
not worth a ma’am
not worth a pam
not worth a ram
not worth a sam
not worth a scam
not worth a scram
not worth a sham
not worth a slam
not worth a spam
not worth a tam
not worth a tram
not worth a wham
not worth a yam
aught worth a dime
baht worth a dime
blot worth a dime
bought worth a dime
brought worth a dime
caught worth a dime
clot worth a dime
cot worth a dime
dot worth a dime
fought worth a dime
fraught worth a dime
got worth a dime

hot worth a dime
jot worth a dime
knot worth a dime
lat worth a dime
lot worth a dime
lotte worth a dime
naught worth a dime
nought worth a dime
ought worth a dime
plot worth a dime
pot worth a dime
rot worth a dime
scot worth a dime
scott worth a dime
shot worth a dime
slot worth a dime
snot worth a dime
sot worth a dime
sought worth a dime
spot worth a dime
squat worth a dime
swat worth a dime
taught worth a dime
taut worth a dime
thought worth a dime
tot worth a dime
trot worth a dime
watt worth a dime
wrought worth a dime
yacht worth a dime
not berth a dime
not birth a dime
not dearth a dime
not earth a dime
not firth a dime
not girth a dime
not mirth a dime
not perth a dime
not worth a chime
not worth a chyme

not worth a climb
not worth a clime
not worth a crime
not worth a grime
not worth an I’m
not worth a lime
not worth a mime
not worth a prime
not worth a rhyme
not worth a slime
not worth a thyme
not worth a time
nothing blueing
nothing bluing
nothing brewing
nothing chewing
nothing stewing
nothing suing
nothing viewing
nothing wooing
nothing brown
nothing clown
nothing crown
nothing drown
nothing frown
nothing gown
nothing noun
nothing town
nothing for me, banks
nothing for me, blanks
nothing for me, franks
nothing for me, hanks
nothing for me, manx
nothing for me, ranks
nothing for me, tanks
nothing of the bind

nothing of the blind
nothing of the find
nothing of the fined
nothing of the grind
nothing of the hind
nothing of the lined
nothing of the mind
nothing of the mined
nothing of the rind
nothing of the signed
nothing of the twined
nothing of the wind
nothing court of
nothing ct of
nothing fort of
nothing mort of
nothing port of
nothing quart of
nothing snort of
nothing sort of
nothing sport of
nothing swart of
nothing thwart of
nothing tort of
nothing torte of
nothing wart of
nothing to coast about
nothing to ghost about
nothing to host about
nothing to most about
nothing to post about
nothing to roast about
nothing to toast about
nothing to blues from
nothing to booze from
nothing to bruise from
nothing to cruise from

nothing to cruse from
nothing to cruz from
nothing to cues from
nothing to dues from
nothing to fuse from
nothing to hughes from
nothing to jews from
nothing to lose from
nothing to meuse from
nothing to moos from
nothing to muse from
nothing to news from
nothing to ooze from
nothing to ruse from
nothing to screws from
nothing to shmooze from
nothing to shoes from
nothing to snooze from
nothing to trews from
nothing to use from
nothing to views from
nothing to who’s from
nothing to whose from
nothing to bleu with
nothing to blew with
nothing to blue with
nothing to boo with
nothing to brew with
nothing to chew with
nothing to chou with
nothing to chough with
nothing to clue with
nothing to coo with
nothing to coup with
nothing to crew with
nothing to cue with
nothing to dew with
nothing to doo with
nothing to drew with

nothing to du with
nothing to due with
nothing to ewe with
nothing to few with
nothing to flew with
nothing to flu with
nothing to flue with
nothing to glue with
nothing to gnu with
nothing to goo with
nothing to grew with
nothing to hew with
nothing to hue with
nothing to hugh with
nothing to jew with
nothing to knew with
nothing to ku with
nothing to leu with
nothing to lieu with
nothing to loo with
nothing to lou with
nothing to lu with
nothing to mew with
nothing to moo with
nothing to mu with
nothing to new with
nothing to nu with
nothing to ooh with
nothing to pew with
nothing to pu with
nothing to que with
nothing to queue with
nothing to roux with
nothing to ru with
nothing to rue with
nothing to screw with
nothing to shew with
nothing to shoe with
nothing to shoo with
nothing to shrew with

nothing to sioux with
nothing to skew with
nothing to slew with
nothing to sough with
nothing to spew with
nothing to sprue with
nothing to stew with
nothing to strew with
nothing to sue with
nothing to threw with
nothing to through with
nothing to to with
nothing to too with
nothing to true with
nothing to two with
nothing to view with
nothing to vu with
nothing to whew with
nothing to who with
nothing to woo with
nothing to wu with
nothing to yew with
nothing to you with
nothing to yue with
nothing to zoo with
nothing to bees at
nothing to breeze at
nothing to cheese at
nothing to dees at
nothing to ease at
nothing to fees at
nothing to freeze at
nothing to frieze at
nothing to geez at
nothing to keys at
nothing to knees at
nothing to lees at
nothing to please at
nothing to pees at

nothing to sees at
nothing to seize at
nothing to skis at
nothing to sleaze at
nothing to squeeze at
nothing to tease at
nothing to these at
nothing to trees at
nothing to tweeze at
nothing to wheeze at
nothing affairs
nothing downstairs
nothing job’s tears
nothing least squares
nothing repairs
bough and then
bow and then
brow and then
chow and then
ciao and then
cow and then
dow and then
fao and then
frau and then
hao and then
how and then
howe and then
lao and then
lough and then
mao and then
plough and then
plow and then
pow and then
prow and then
scow and then
sow and then
tao and then
thou and then

vow and then
wow and then
now and ben
now and benne
now and bren
now and chen
now and den
now and en
now and fen
now and gen
now and glen
now and glenn
now and hen
now and ken
now and men
now and pen
now and penn
now and sen
now and ten
now and un
now and wen
now and when
now and wren
now and yen
now and zen
bough or never
bow or never
brow or never
chow or never
ciao or never
cow or never
dow or never
fao or never
frau or never
hao or never
how or never
howe or never
lao or never
lough or never

mao or never
plough or never
plow or never
pow or never
prow or never
scow or never
sow or never
tao or never
thou or never
vow or never
wow or never
now or clever
now or ever
now or lever
now or sever
bough what?
bow what?
brow what?
chow what?
ciao what?
cow what?
dow what?
fao what?
frau what?
hao what?
how what?
howe what?
lao what?
lough what?
mao what?
plough what?
plow what?
pow what?
prow what?
scow what?
sow what?
tao what?
thou what?
vow what?

wow what?
now but?
now butt?
now cut?
now glut?
now gut?
now hut?
now jut?
now mutt?
now nut?
now putt?
now rut?
now shut?
now smut?
now strut?
bough you’re talking
bow you’re talking
brow you’re talking
chow you’re talking
ciao you’re talking
cow you’re talking
dow you’re talking
fao you’re talking
frau you’re talking
hao you’re talking
how you’re talking
howe you’re talking
lao you’re talking
lough you’re talking
mao you’re talking
plough you’re talking
plow you’re talking
pow you’re talking
prow you’re talking
scow you’re talking
sow you’re talking
tao you’re talking
thou you’re talking
vow you’re talking

wow you’re talking
now you’re balking
now you’re blocking
now you’re clocking
now you’re docking
now you’re flocking
now you’re hawking
now you’re knocking
now you’re locking
now you’re mocking
now you’re rocking
now you’re shocking
now you’re stalking
now you’re stocking
now you’re walking
now, air was I
now, bare was I
now, bear was I
now, blair was I
now, blare was I
now, care was I
now, chair was I
now, claire was I
now, dare was I
now, err was I
now, fair was I
now, fare was I
now, flair was I
now, flare was I
now, glare was I
now, hair was I
now, hare was I
now, heir was I
now, herr was I
now, khmer was I
now, lair was I
now, mare was I
now, ne’er was I
now, pair was I

now, pare was I
now, pear was I
now, prayer was I
now, rare was I
now, scare was I
now, share was I
now, snare was I
now, spare was I
now, square was I
now, stair was I
now, stare was I
now, swear was I
now, tear was I
now, their was I
now, there was I
now, they’re was I
now, ware was I
now, wear was I
cul and void
cull and void
dull and void
gull and void
hull and void
lull and void
mull and void
scull and void
skull and void
cumber is up
lumber is up
slumber is up
cumber off
lumber off
slumber off
cumber one
lumber one
slumber one

number an
number bun
number done
number donne
number dun
number fun
number gun
number hun
number none
number nun
number pun
number run
number shun
number son
number spun
number stun
number sun
number ton
number tonne
number un
number won
cumber with
lumber with
slumber with
curse a grudge
hearse a grudge
purse a grudge
terse a grudge
verse a grudge
worse a grudge
nurse a budge
nurse a drudge
nurse a fudge
nurse a judge
nurse a nudge
nurse a sludge
nurse a smudge
nurse a trudge

curse along
hearse along
purse along
terse along
verse along
worse along
curse through
hearse through
purse through
terse through
verse through
worse through
butts to you!
cuts to you!
guts to you!
klutz to you!
affect to
bedecked to
collect to
confect to
connect to
correct to
defect to
deflect to
deject to
detect to
direct to
dissect to
effect to
eject to
elect to
erect to
expect to
infect to
inject to
inspect to

neglect to
perfect to
project to
protect to
reflect to
reject to
respect to
select to
subject to
suspect to
unchecked to
abreast with
addressed with
arrest with
at best with
at rest with
attest with
behest with
bequest with
bird’s nest with
blood test with
compressed with
confessed with
congest with
contest with
crow’s nest with
depressed with
detest with
dick test with
digest with
distressed with
divest with
expressed with
fowl pest with
hope chest with
impressed with
infest with
ingest with
invest with

life vest with
mae west with
mare’s nest with
means test with
midwest with
molest with
northwest with
oppressed with
pap test with
patch test with
possessed with
professed with
progressed with
protest with
recessed with
repressed with
request with
road test with
schick test with
scratch test with
screen test with
sea chest with
skin test with
southwest with
stress test with
suggest with
suppressed with
tine test with
undressed with
unrest with
war chest with
whole rest with
wild west with
occupy herself
occupy himself
occupy ice shelf
occupy itself
occupy myself
occupy yourself

gods and ends
rods and ends
wads and ends
odds and bends
odds and friends
odds and lends
of a burton age
of a curtain age
of a certain cage
of a certain gage
of a certain gauge
of a certain page
of a certain phage
of a certain plage
of a certain rage
of a certain sage
of a certain stage
of a certain swage
of a certain wage
of a bind to
of a blind to
of a find to
of a fined to
of a grind to
of a hind to
of a kind to
of a lined to
of a mined to
of a rind to
of a signed to
of a twined to
of a wind to
of ate
of bait
of bate
of crate

of date
of eight
of fate
of fete
of freight
of gait
of gate
of grate
of great
of hate
of kate
of krait
of mate
of pate
of plait
of plate
of prate
of rate
of sate
of skate
of slate
of spate
of state
of straight
of strait
of tate
of trait
of wait
of weight
of bloat
of boat
of coat
of cote
of dote
of float
of gloat
of goat
of groat
of moat

of mote
of oat
of quote
of rote
of shoat
of stoat
of throat
of tote
of vote
of wrote
of a mind
of bun mind
of done mind
of donne mind
of dun mind
of fun mind
of gun mind
of hun mind
of none mind
of nun mind
of pun mind
of run mind
of shun mind
of son mind
of spun mind
of stun mind
of sun mind
of ton mind
of tonne mind
of un mind
of won mind
of one bind
of one blind
of one find
of one fined
of one grind
of one hind
of one kind
of one lined

of one mined
of one rind
of one signed
of one twined
of one wind
of blown making
of bone making
of clone making
of cone making
of crone making
of don’t making
of drone making
of flown making
of groan making
of grown making
of hone making
of joan making
of known making
of loan making
of lone making
of moan making
of mon making
of phone making
of prone making
of rhone making
of roan making
of scone making
of sewn making
of shown making
of sown making
of stone making
of throne making
of thrown making
of tone making
of zone making
of own aching
of own baking
of own breaking
of own quaking

of own shaking
of own staking
of own taking
of own waking

